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ABSTRACT
Serendipity, the art of making an unsought finding plays also an
important role in the emerging field of data science, allowing the
discovery of interesting and valuable facts not initially sought for.
Previous research has extracted many serendipity-fostering patterns applicable to digital data-driven systems. Linked Open Data
(LOD) on the Web which is powered by the Follow-Your-Nose effect, provides already a rich source for serendipity. The serendipity
most often takes place when browsing data. Therefore, flexible and
intuitive browsing user interfaces which support serendipity triggers such as enigmas, anomalies and novelties, can increase the
likelihood of serendipity on LOD. In this work, we propose a set
of serendipity-fostering design features supported by an adaptive
multigraph-based faceted browsing interface to catalyze serendipity
on Semantic Web and LOD environments.

1

INTRODUCTION

“Unless you expect the unexpected you will never find [truth], for
it is hard to discover and hard to attain.” -Heraclitus1
The experience of ‘accidental’ discovery and acquisition of information generally known as Serendipity refers to ‘accidentally’ bumping
into (new, true, useful, or personal interest-related) information,
initially not looked for. Serendipity, defined as the art of making
an unsought finding[24], has played a pivotal role in the discovery of many drugs. Major types of psychotropic drugs (effecting
mental activity and behavior) such as Lithium, Chlorpromazine and
Imipramine were serendipitously discovered in the 1950s and 1960s.
In 2012, [7] reported that 24% of all pharmaceuticals on the market
and in particular 35.2% of all the anticancer drugs in clinical use
were discovered by serendipity.
Serendipity also plays an important role in the emerging field
of data science by enhancing information retrieval[8] and by promoting unexpected knowledge discovery. The World Wide Web
1 according
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has provided a global information space comprising billions of connected documents. “The unexpected connection is more powerful
than one that is obvious”, as aptly asserted by Haraclitus in 500 BC.
However, most of the existing centralized “nearest neighbor” search
approaches on the Web, such as Google, although very useful in
finding explicitly relevant results, are killing serendipity by excessively limiting the encountering of unexpected information[1]. On
the other hand, the ever-growing amount of Linked Data publicly
accessible and distributed on the Web increases the likelihood that
some of the data, which will make an impact in our professional
or private lives will come to us by chance—without searching it
initially. The adoption of Semantic Web as a linked information
space in which data are dynamically enriched and added, provides
an open interactive system, with external links and the ability to
make information easily accessible, re-usable including the possibility of the discovery and serendipitous reuse of other related
information[2, 20].
‘Unsought discoveries’ most often take place in the context of
browsing unbounded data spaces; people immerse themselves in the
items that interest them, meandering from topic to topic, and so on
and so forth (i.e., the Follow-Your-Nose method[26] to traverse the
given semantic links from a resource) while concurrently remarking
interesting and informative information en route[23]. Therefore,
flexible and intuitive browsing user interfaces (UIs) which support serendipity triggers, can increase the likelihood of accidental
knowledge discovery on Linked Open Data (LOD). Although there
has been some research on supporting serendipity through query
modifications and semantic path-finding on knowledge graphs,
we still lack UIs that increase the emergence of serendipities on
LOD. In this paper, we aim to provide an adaptive multigraph-based
faceted browsing interface to foster serendipity on Semantic Web
and LOD environments. The contributions of this work are in particular: 1) Proposing a set of serendipity-fostering design features
which are applicable to data-driven environments, by conducting an
extensive literature review. 2) Implementing an open-source adaptive multigraph-based faceted browser to support the proposed
serendipity design features while browsing linked data.

2

SERENDIPITY: THE ART OF UNSOUGHT
FINDING

The word “serendipity” was coined in 1754 by Horace Walpole, a
letter writer and politician[15]. Walpole was inspired by an old

Persian fairy tale known as “The Three Princes of Serendip” published in 1302 AD by Amir Khusrow Dehlavi2 . The original story is
about three princes from Serendip (a medieval Persian name for Sri
Lanka), well trained in the art of tracking, who make ten ‘accidental’ discoveries via ten surprising observations, and by interpreting
all ten correctly, on their grand tour to see the different countries
and miracles of the world. Walpole created the word serendipity to
refer to “always making discoveries, by accidents and sagacity, of
things they (the three princes of Serendip) were not in quest of” or
“a surprising observation followed by a correct hypothesis”.
In our view, serendipity consists of two main steps: a surprising
observation (trigger) and then a correct interpretation (abduction).
The trigger is a riddle, an anomaly, or a novelty. Abduction[25]
refers to the process of guessing, interpreting, creating and testing hypotheses in order to find a correct explanation, one that is
evidence-based. As stated in [18], you do not reach Serendip by plotting a course for it. You have to set out in good faith for elsewhere
and lose your bearings...serendipitously!
Serendipitous discovery may be facilitated but it is by definition
an emergent process[6]. Because it is an emergent process, transitioning serendipity to a science where certain patterns are defined
is an inherently difficult task to be managed. What we can offer
is to foster the process of serendipity by providing an incubatorlike environment for serendipity. In other words, the environment
will increase the likelihood of serendipity, without guaranteeing
it. In the context of a knowledge building environment, [1] calls
such a system that supports both trigger and abduction an “inspiration engine” or in [7], the term “pseudo-serendipity” is used to
describe the approach of such systems i.e. a sought finding, found
on an unsought road. As result of our extensive literature review
and consultation with a serendipitiologist, we extracted, blended
and adapted a set of serendipity-fostering design features that are
applicable to data-driven systems. The main sources of inspiration
for these features come from [3, 5, 23, 24]. These features can coexist, overlap, cooperate, complement and reinforce each other. In
the following sections, we describe these 12 serendipity-fostering
design features together with some ideas how to realize them:

2.1

Design Features Related to Observations

F1 : Make surprising observations more noticeable.
Surprising observations are the main initiators of accidental knowledge discovery. A single surprising observation, especially if it is
repeatedly done, or multiple different surprising observations, when
they refer to the same phenomenon, can trigger serendipity. Creative data visualization is an activity that enables users to make
hypotheses, look for patterns and exceptions, and then refine their
hypothesis. Users might find surprising results that shake their
established beliefs, provoke new insights, and possibly lead to important discoveries[21]. Users often need to look at the same data
from different perspectives. Therefore, tools that provide different
views on data can foster serendipity.
F2 : Make errors in data more visible in order to detect successful
errors easier.
Errors and exceptions are not always accidental and can sometimes indicate the real and natural behavior of a system known as
2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amir_Khusrow

“desire lines”[16]. Following the trails left behind quantitative and
qualitative anomalies in data can result in new insights. Semantic
Web tools, such as Shapes Constraint Language (SHACL)3 , or restrictions supported by RDF-S & Web Ontology Language (OWL),
which allow validating RDF graphs against a set of rules and conditions, help to automate the discovery of successful errors and
thereby facilitate serendipity.
F3 : Allow inversion and contrast.
The inversion and contrast features depict the unexpected aspect
of serendipity. Sometimes turning things upside down or inside
out allows us to watch those things from another perspective and
to discover gaps in knowledge. Looking at the insights in the opposite direction than intended by users will and can cause to a
breakthrough discovery. This feature can be supported by SPARQL
query inversion where a query is adapted to include results which
were not returned by the initial query; or the query employs RDF
properties which contrast with the initial properties used.
F4 : Support randomization and disturbance.
Chance can be used intentionally in serendipitous knowledge discovery. Randomization and disturbance are two methods to increase
the chance encounter. Randomized Coffee Trial (RCT), is a technique used by some firms to create an institutionalized space for
serendipity through connecting people in the firm at random and
give them time to meet to have a coffee and talk about whatever
they wish. In a linked data browsing system, randomizing the items
(or modifying the order of the sets of triples) presented on top of
the result lists can increase the probability of the chance encounter.
It also serves as an efficient solution to the problem of ‘blind spots’
and to decrease the possibility of bias in interpreting results.
F5 : Allow monitoring of side-effects when interacting with data.
Accidental discoveries through observation of side-effects has
played a crucial role in drug/treatment discovery. For example,
Dimenhydrinate was first developed as an antihistamine, but is
now sold as a travel sickness medication owing to a surprising
observation/realization by one of the participants in the clinical
trials[7]. A system that consistently monitors the side-effects of
user interactions with data and provides appropriate feedback on
surprising observations implied, can facilitate serendipity.
F6 : Support detection and investigation of by-products.
Some serendipitous discoveries have occurred as by-products or
spin-offs of the main product which was intended to come out. A
user searches for A and, as a by-product, finds B as a surprising
unsought result. A system that supports detection and investigation
of by-products resulted from user interactions can foster serendipity. Error, enigma, anomaly and novelty detection mechanisms
suggested by F4 can support this feature as well.
F7 : Support background knowledge and user contextualization.
“In the sciences of observation, chance favors only prepared minds”,
said Louis Pasteur. Most serendipitous discoveries are triggered by
chance or a chance encounter. A chance encounter occurs at the
point in human interaction with an information system when a human makes an accidental discovery. The encounter is generally influenced by the person’s prior knowledge, although not necessarily,
and by the person’s recognition of the affordances. A serendipityfostering environment depends both on the information seeker
3 https://www.w3.org/TR/shacl

2.2

Design Features Related to Explanation of
the Observations

F9 : Facilitate the explanation of surprising observations.
After the occurrence of a surprising observation as trigger, abduction is needed to understand why and how this accidental event
is entailed. Abduction gives some clues to interpret the surprising
result and to find the correct explanation for it. Metadata and provenance as means to support causal reasoning aid to provide reasons
and explanation for surprising observations. Provenance also helps
to assess the quality, reliability, or trustworthiness of surprising data
which is discovered. Exploiting existing provenance data models
and ontologies4 on the Semantic Web can foster serendipity.
F10 : Allow sharing of surprising observations among multiple users.
A surprising observation done by user A, when correctly explained
by user B, can result in positive serendipity. Tools such as YASGUI 5 , grlc 6 and BASIL7 help to support this feature via sharing and
modification of SPARQL queries among multiple users through a
standardized Web API.
F11 : Enable reasoning by analogy.
Analogical learning as the act of finding similar entities or phenomena when studying an entity or phenomenon has been long known
as an approach for knowledge transfer. Analogical reasoning can
happen either in the same or a completely different context than the
original context of data. Semantic Web-based knowledge abstraction techniques on LOD help to foster serendipity by enabling the
abstraction of the knowledge representation structure related to a
particular knowledge artifact, by analyzing its constituent elements
and their relationships. For instance, by employing SPARQL query
patterns one can identify similar resources to a resource of interest
by considering resources with similar RDF properties and values
or with more generalized RDF classes than the resource of interest. With regards to analogical reasoning on different context (e.g.
concepts from business domain which are similar to concepts in
medical domain), there are less strategies discussed in the literature.
4 https://www.w3.org/TR/prov-overview
5 http://yasgui.org
6 http://grlc.io
7 http://basil.kmi.open.ac.uk
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and the medium. Without basic topical knowledge, there is no capacity to observe and interpret the surprising facts correctly[8].
Techniques for integrating user profiles and domain knowledge
into query processing[22] can improve the relevancy of the query
results obtained by users and thereby promote the serendipity.
F8 : Support both convergent and divergent information behavior.
When users move through an information space they may change
directions and behavior several times as their information needs
and interests develop or get triggered depending on affordances
encountered on their way through the information space. Supporting both convergent and divergent information behavior[3] in a
data-driven system facilitates serendipity. Convergent (depth first,
focused, not easily distracted) behavior is supported by features
that allow zooming in and narrowing the vision of users while
divergent (breadth first, creative, but easily distractible) behavior is
supported by features that allow zooming out and broadening the
vision of users.
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Figure 1: Architecture of the proposed adaptive faceted
browsing environment.
In [13], a framework is proposed for explicitly modeling analogical structures in multi-relational or knowledge graph embedding.
Another possible strategy is to analyze ontology design patterns
instead of concrete entity-similarity metrics to represent relevance
between entities in one context to entities in another context[4].
F12 : Support extending the memory of user by invoking provocative
reminders and relevance feedback.
Keeping track of previous user interactions, queries, and resulting
data while browsing complex data enables a data-driven system to
invoke provocative messages as reminders to help extend the memory of users when interacting with other related datasets. When
potentially valuable information is encountered an important ability
would be the capacity to recognize it and its “affordances”[17]–clues
about how it can be used. Relevance feedback[14]–asking information seekers to make relevance judgments about returned objects
and then executing a revised query based on those judgments–is
already known as a powerful way to cultivate knowledge discovery.
If a person is not alert enough, the message remains unnoticed
regardless of its potential value. A system that provides users with
meaningful reminders connected to their past browsing experience
can increase the likelihood of serendipity.

3

AN ADAPTIVE MULTIGRAPH-BASED
FACETED BROWSER: A TRIGGER AND
FACILITATOR FOR SERENDIPITY

There are generally three ways in which people discover and acquire
information: 1) The Purposive search: A directed search looking for
a definite piece of information. 2) Exploratory search and browsing:
A general purpose semi-directed search and browsing of data deliberately looking for an object that cannot be fully described or to get
inspiration by looking at some items of interest. 3) Capricious search
and browsing: An undirected random search and browsing of information without a defined goal. Accidental knowledge discoveries
occur most frequently during this type of unplanned investigative
search and browsing.
Systems that support the first, prompt users for search terms
and keywords, and provide options for parametric search allowing
users to manipulate queries and results by visually specifying a set
of constraints. The focus of such systems which are well supported
by current Web search engines is on precision i.e. minimizing the
number of possibly irrelevant objects that are retrieved.
Hypermedia, menu-driven and faceted navigation systems that
provide views and overviews of the data facilitate the second.
Faceted navigation fills in the piece that is missing in parametric
search: guidance. Parametric search requires that the user express
an information need as a query in one shot, making selections

4

CONCLUSIONS

Linked Open Data provides a rich domain for people to experience
serendipity — finding valuable or agreeable things initially not
sought for. Serendipity is a by-catch, an outcome or a moment of
successful retrieval when a user is browsing data. In this paper we
presented a set of serendipity-fostering design features amenable
to data-driven systems together with a set of UI and Semantic Web
techniques which support those features when a user is exploring linked data on a faceted browsing environment. To showcase
the applicability of our proposal, we implemented a data-aware
faceted browser UI to foster accidental knowledge discovery while
browsing data scattered over multiple knowledge graphs.
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